POSTPONED: CounterPulse and Jess Curtis/Gravity’s Beyond Gravity 2021

datebook.sfchronicle.com/event/dance/counterpulse-and-jess-curtis-gravities-beyond-gravity-2021

Silk Worm in Beyond Gravity 2021, produced by Jess Curtis/Gravity and CounterPulse.

*Editor's note: This event has been postponed until further notice*

Europa Grace is a dancer and cellist, among other artistic identities, whose sound and video compositions can be both meditative and slippery, the way the ocean both calms and defies grasp.

Jose E. Abad is a multidisciplinary performer who might post on Instagram, “Couldn’t sleep so made this video,” only to have the result be a gorgeous, shapeshifting piece, in which a trio of silhouettes against a rising sun resemble the licking tendrils of a roaring campfire.

India Sky is an acrobat and aerialist, whose work in film and performance upends circus traditions about how a performer ought to look or relate to an audience. Her pieces are dreamy yet deeply controlled — as if she’s envisioning an alternative universe, but already its leader.

These are just three of the artists featured in Beyond Gravity 2021, presented by Jess Curtis/Gravity and CounterPulse, which features a different bill of performance and film each of two evenings.

Feeling stuck? Come fall forward.

— Lily Janiak